
 

 

 

 

 

Harvest Automation Robots Help Improve Profit Margins 

Anyone who is close to the Nursery and Greenhouse industry knows from experience that prices and 
profit margins are moving in the wrong direction. Data below from the Florida Department of Agriculture 
support this notion. 

 

  

National data also exhibit this trend in prices. The Consumer Price Index shows a clear downward trend in the price 
index for Indoor Plants and Flowers. It's not inconceivable that this trend is present for outdoor plants and flowers 
as well. 

 

  



The trend may plateau as housing slowly recovers nationally, but rather than risk the future on an 
uncertain recovery many growers who understand this trend have invested in Harvest Automation HV-
100 plant moving robots. Harvest Automation robots provide workforce stability, production efficiency, 
and the boost to profit margins that is sorely needed in the Nursery and Greenhouse Industry. 

New Customers 

Harvest Automation continues to grow and weclome new customers: 
  
Everbloom Growers Inc. operates four farms in Homestead, Florida.  With 
a customer base that spans the entire United States and Canada, 
Everbloom grows a comprehensive line of both indoor and outdoor 
tropical plants, including indoor house plants, ferns, blooming tropicals, 

perennial grasses, herbs, fruiting vines, and seasonal novelties.   

We'd also like to welcome our first customer in Tennessee. South Central 
Growers in Springfield, TN is a family owned and operated wholesale 
greenhouse established in 1979. With over 800,000 sf of greenhouse 
space, South Central Growers specializes in ornamental bedding plants and 
flowering potted plants.  

We continue to expand our presence in Florida as we welcome Cherry Lake Tree 

Farm. Since its inception, Cherry Lake Tree Farm has produced containerized, root-

enhanced, ornamental trees. Trees are their roots, and roots are their focus. Their 
product line of trees include multiple varieties and cultivars of oaks, hollies, crape 
myrtles, maples, bald cypress, and other specialty trees. Production is centralized in 
Groveland, Florida, with a satellite location in Lake Wales, Florida. 

Upcoming Events - Win an iPad Mini 

Join us at the Southern Nursery Association 2014 Expo. We'll be in booth 523 today 
and tomorrow. Stop by to see the robots in action and talk to a representative. 
  
We'll also be at Farwest in Portland Oregon from August 21 to 23 in booth 22079 to 
view the robots in action and speak with representatives from Harvest Automation. 
We'll be raffling off an iPad Mini - stop by our booth and drop off a business card to 
enter. 

Recent Events 

Harvest Automation was once again the guest of Agrinomix at the 
Cultivate14 show in Columbus. We'd like to extend a heartfelt thank you 
to all of the visitors who stopped by the booth the see our robots. 
  
Congratulations to Don Sayer from Matsuda's Nursery in Sacramento, CA who was the big winner of an 
iPad Mini from our Cultivate Raffle. Join us at Farwest for another chance to win! 

  
Harvest Automation also showed off robots at the Bailey Nurseries EXPO held 
at their Newport, MN headquarters. 
  
There visitors were able to see the robots working in a real nursery 
environment. Robots Iceman, Maverick, Cougar and Goose played a starring 
role! Thanks to our friends at Bailey for hosting us. 

100% Free Robot Work Offer 



 
Seeing is believing! Harvest Automation is confident that you'll 
understand the value in our plant moving robots once you see how 
much work they can accomplish in a few short days.  
  
Our staff will bring robots to your Nursery or Greenhouse and space, 
consolidate or collect plants to the configuration of your choice for 
multiple days.  
  
You supply the plants, we'll supply the robots and operators! There is 
absolutely no cost to you and the thousands of plants that the robots 
move will prove how rugged, reliable and efficient Harvest 
Automation HV-100 robots are, and how easily they can work in your 
operation.  
  
To sign up click the button on the right.  

Find Out More 

For more information about the robots, our free robot work offer, our flexible rental and financing 
options, or to schedule an on-site demo contact: 

Greg Timbol 
(978) 528-4450 
gregt@harvestai.com  
  

For more information about Harvest Automation and the HV-100, please 
visithttp://www.harvestai.com. 
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